Kenya and Plastic Bags

**ban** -- to completely forbid

**produce** -- fresh fruits and vegetables

**Slimy fun**

**residue** -- leftover “gunk” when a liquid evaporates or is not wiped off completely

**Spelling Bee**

**negotiate** -- to work with another person to reach an agreement

**dudgeon** -- feeling of anger, resentment

**deceit** -- dishonesty

**parvanimity** -- small-minded, selfish

**rumbustical** -- rambunctious, excited, celebrating

**Wings of Fire**

**mystique** -- a fascinating, mysterious sense

**extensive** -- long, stretched out

**prologue** -- part that comes before the main story begins

**epilogue** -- part that comes after the main story ends

**coherent** -- understandable, coming together well

**YouTube Fined**

**federal** -- having to do with the national government

---

**Vocabulary Word Search**

This week’s vocabulary terms are hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them?
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V L E Y K S M L A R E D E F Z  
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N E H D T T V M I W K E K J U  
Z R E S R A I I T B Q O N K R  
T R J U L I Q Q S W T N A B R  
V P B S G T E P U N A D G T P  
P V Z C K O Y Q B E E N D N Z  
C Q N O E G L F M M Z T M E W  
E J F E V E W O U N E I X R M  
Y T I M I N A V R A P E E E U  
W C J L H T V Z L P L C N H X  
W S N O C W X L T D M E M O N  
N K Y S I J G Q P R O D U C E